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We provide positive and negative results concerning the “standard method” of identifying
a hidden subgroup of a nonabelian group using a quantum computer.

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

The hidden subgroup problem is at present the keystone problem in quantum
computation. We are given a function f : G→S, with the property that f is
constant on cosets of an unknown subgroup H⊆G, and distinct on distinct
cosets. Here f is given as an oracle or as an efficient classical program, and
S is an arbitrary set. The problem is to determine the hidden subgroup H.

The difficulty of the task depends on the type of group G. The abelian
case can be effectively computed with a quantum computer by repetition
of coset state preparation and Fourier sampling – the “standard method”
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developed by Simon [15] and Shor [14]. In particular this method is the heart
of Shor’s solution of the discrete logarithm and factoring problems. In [9]
Kitaev formulated the “abelian stabilizer” problem, which he solved by his
related “phase estimation” technique. Stabilizer problems are a special case
of hidden subgroup problems, but include the key examples.

The status of the nonabelian hidden subgroup problem is one of the
most fundamental open problems in quantum algorithms. In particular, the
graph automorphism and isomorphism problems may be formulated as hid-
den subgroup problems over the symmetric group Sn (see [10]). It is natural
to generalize the standard method for the abelian hidden subgroup problem
to nonabelian groups. Fourier transforms over nonabelian groups are defined
in terms of the irreducible complex representations of the group. There are
efficient quantum circuits for computing these transforms for some groups
of interest such as the symmetric group (see for example [2,5,11]). However,
since the dimension of these irreducible representations is in general greater
than one, the Fourier transform is not unique, and is defined only up to a
unitary change of basis for each irreducible. The Fourier sampling step in
the standard method now yields the name of an irreducible representation
ρ, together with the indices i,j of the entry within that irreducible. The
main question, then, is whether the statistics of a sample from the Fourier
transform of a coset state reveal sufficient information about the hidden
subgroup, to allow for efficient reconstruction. One would hope that this
approach is robust, in the sense that the answer to this question should not
depend on the arbritary choice of basis within each irreducible. Our main
result is that with respect to a random choice of basis, the Fourier sampling
statistics reveal, in general, an exponentially small amount of information
about the hidden subgroup. It is still possible that a clever choice of basis
within each irreducible can solve the hidden subgroup problem.

Given how algebraically arbitrary this basis choice is, this seems some-
what unlikely. Ideally, one might hope to go beyond the standard method,
which is the basis of almost all exponential speedups of quantum algorithms
over their classical counterparts. A recent exception to this rule is [16].

Our lower bound on the runtime of the standard method, for subgroups
of a group G, depends upon two parameters: the size of the hidden subgroup
H (naturally the problem becomes easy if H is very large), and c(G), the
number of conjugacy classes in G. We give a lower bound showing that

approximately
( √

|G|
|H|

√
c(G)

)1/3

rounds of Fourier sampling are required before

the standard method can identify H.
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For the special case of hidden subgroups of order 2 in Sn, this yields
a lower bound of approximately (k!)1/6 repetitions of Fourier sampling in
order to determine the correct non-identity element of H, where k is the
number of transpositions in this element. Hallgren, Russell and Ta-Shma [8]
independently obtained a similar bound for the weak form of the standard
method, where only the name of the irreducible representation ρ is measured,
and the indices i,j are ignored.

On the positive side, Hallgren, Russell and Ta-Shma [8] showed that
the weak form of the standard method for abelian groups efficiently finds
hidden normal subgroups in nonabelian groups. We consider a measure of
nonabelianness of a group G – the size of κ(G), the intersection of all nor-
malizer subgroups. We say that the group is almost abelian if the index of
κ(G) in G is small, and we show that there is a polynomial time algorithm
(no longer just Fourier sampling once) for the HSP for any almost abelian
group. The new class of groups for which there is an efficient quantum algo-
rithm for the HSP includes the particular example of the semidirect product
C3 �Cm for large m (here Ck is the cyclic group with k elements).

Some other interesting previous work on the positive side concerns query
complexity. Ettinger, Høyer and Knill [7] show that for any group there
exists a sequence of polynomially many queries, from which, with exponen-
tially many measurements, we can reconstruct the hidden subgroup. For the
special case of the dihedral group Dn Ettinger and Høyer [6] showed how
to obtain sufficient statistical information about the hidden subgroup using
polynomially many queries and polynomially many measurements; leaving
open the question of whether there is an efficient reconstruction algorithm
using that data. The dihedral group is interesting because by some measures
it is not far from abelian, for instance none of its irreps have dimension
greater than 2; on the other hand by our measure defined above, it is highly
nonabelian, since |κ(Dn)|≤2.

1.2. The Fourier transform and the standard method
for hidden subgroup computation

We first recall some basic group representation theory [13]. Given a group G,
a matrix representation is a group homomorphism ρ:G→GL(dρ,C), where
GL(d,C) is the group of invertible d× d complex matrices. A finite group
G has a finite list of inequivalent irreducible representations {ρ}, which we
henceforth call its irreps. Without loss of generality we may assume the
irreps are unitary. The sum of the squares of irrep dimensions

∑
ρd

2
ρ equals

|G|, the order of the group.
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To every group element g we associate a complex vector of dimension
|G|, indexed by triples ρ,i,j where ρ is an irrep and 1≤ i,j≤dρ indicate an

entry of the matrix ρ. The vector associated with g has value
√

dρρij(g)√
|G|

in

the ρ,i,j entry.
The Fourier transform over G is the extension of this mapping by linearity

to the vector space C
G of complex linear combinations of group elements.

This linear mapping (whose matrix we will denote F ) is unitary; this fact is
a consequence of the orthogonality relations for group representations.

The trivial representation is the 1-dimensional homomorphism which as-
signs to every group element the number 1. For a subset S of G, define
|S〉= 1√

|S|
∑

g∈S |g〉 and ρ(S) = ρ(|S〉) = 1√
|S|
∑

g∈S ρ(g). The orthogonality

relations imply that ρ(G) is
√
|G| when ρ is the trivial representation, and

a zero matrix otherwise. (As mentioned above, the Fourier transform has
a scalar factor

√
dρ/|G|, so this corresponds to the fact that the Fourier

transform of the unit norm uniform superposition on G, is 1 on the trivial
representation and 0 elsewhere.)

C
G has an additional structure beyond its vector space structure: it is

also an algebra over C, using the product which is the extension of the group
product by linearity. This structure is preserved by the Fourier transform,
simply because each irrep is a group homomorphism. This is what is of-
ten known, for abelian groups (where each irrep is 1-dimensional), as the
“convolution-multiplication” property of the Fourier transform.

In the “standard method” for the hidden subgroup problem we begin by
forming the uniform superposition over a random coset gH of the hidden
subgroup H: in other words, we form1 the uniform distribution over vec-
tors |gH〉. First suppose that we know g (or at least gH), then we have
the pure superposition |gH〉. We then apply the Fourier transform to this
superposition, obtaining the vector

1√
|G||H|

∑
ρ,i,j

√
dρ

∑
h∈H

ρij(gh) |ρ, i, j〉 .

1 To form this mixture of superpositions, we first form the uniform-amplitudes
superposition 1√

|G|

∑
g∈G

|g,0〉, and then compute f , obtaining the superposition

1√
|G|

∑
g∈G

|g,f(g)〉. We then measure f(g), which determines the coset gH . The result is

the superposition 1√
|H|

∑
h∈H

|gh〉 for a uniformly random g.

By not using f(g) to affect the subsequent computation, we are discarding some potentially
useful information. No proposal exists, however, for taking advantage of this information.
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This gives rise to the probability distribution

PgH(|ρ, i, j〉) = dρ

|G||H|

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
h∈H

ρij(gh)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
dρ

|G| |ρ(gH)ij |2.

Since we actually do not know g, and g is distributed uniformly, we sample
ρ,i,j with the probability

PH(|ρ, i, j〉) = 1
|G|

∑
g∈G

PgH(|ρ, i, j〉).

The success of this method depends on how much statistical information
about H is present in this distribution. In particular: do a polynomial num-
ber of samples suffice to identify H with high probability? In the following
χρ(g) denotes the character of ρ at g, which is simply the trace of ρ(g).

Lemma 1. ρ(H)= 1√
|H|
∑

h∈H ρ(h) is
√
|H| times a projection matrix, and

rank(ρ(H))= 1
|H|
∑

h∈H χρ(h).

Proof. Restricted to H, ρ decomposes into the direct sum of several irreps
σ1, . . . ,σk. ρ(H) is the direct sum of σi(H); as discussed above σi(H) is

√
|H|

if σi is the trivial representation of H, and zero otherwise.

A certain amount of information about H is given just by sampling ρ,
and ignoring the matrix indices i and j. We refer to this as the “weak form”
of the standard method. In the normal case this more limited information
is already enough, and in fact no further information is available in the
indices. For general subgroups further information is present in the indices,
and in the “strong form” of the method, these are sampled as well; we will
discuss this issue below. First we show that, when we Fourier sample the
unit norm uniform superposition on gH, (i.e. sample from the probability
distribution defined by the Fourier transform of this superposition), the
probability PgH(|ρ〉) of sampling ρ is independent of g.

Lemma 2. 2The probability of measuring ρ is the same for the uniform
superposition on the coset gH (or Hg), as for the superposition on H.

Proof. ρ(gH)=ρ(g)ρ(H) and ρ(g) is unitary.

Corollary 3. PgH(|ρ〉)=PH(|ρ〉)= dρ

|G|
∑

h∈H χρ(h) =
|H|dρ

|G| rank(ρ(H)).

Corollary 4. The probability of sampling ρ is the same for the subgroup
H as it is for a conjugate subgroup g−1Hg.

2 For methods that measure ρ but discard i and j, Lemma 2 implies that there is no
loss in discarding f(g) as well. In particular we may discard f(g) when G is commutative.
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2. Normal H

Hallgren, Russell, and Ta-Shma [8] showed that the weak form of the stan-
dard method quickly obtains enough information to identify hidden normal
subgroups. This section briefly describes how.

Recall that in the standard method we sample from the Fourier trans-
form of the uniform superposition over a random coset gH of the hidden
subgroup H. In the weak form of this method, we just sample the name of
the irreducible ρ that results from this transform, and let N=

⋂
ρ ker(ρ) for

a sequence of O(log |G|) such samples.

Theorem 5. [8] The intersection of ker(ρ) from O(log |G|) repetitions of
Fourier sampling is with high probability equal to the largest normal sub-
group of the hidden subgroup.

We first show that when we restrict attention to normal subgroups, all
the information about H is present in the label of the sampled irrep. By
lemma 2, the probability of sampling ρ is independent of the particular
coset gH: so we will examine the uniform superposition on H.

Lemma 6. If H is a normal subgroup of G and ρ is an irrep of G, ρ(H)
is a nonnegative scalar multiple of the identity I, nonzero if and only if
H⊆ker(ρ).

Proof. Let σ1, . . . ,σk be the decomposition of ρ for H. We claim that if σ1

is trivial, so are all the rest.
Let W be the space ρ acts on. Let V be the 1-dimensional subspace of

W which σ1 acts on. Since ρ is irreducible over G, the elements g of G carry
V to a set of subspaces spanning W . Since H= gHg−1 for every g, each of
the images gV is invariant for H.

To prove theorem 5, it suffices to show that if N is the current intersection
of the kernels, butN 
⊆H, then with probability at most 1/2, the next Fourier
sampling will yield an irrep ρ such that N⊆ker(ρ). This probability is given
by: ∑

ρ:N⊆ker(ρ)

dρ|H| rank(ρ(H))
|G|

Observe that since N is normal in G, Fourier sampling the superposition
|NH〉 (where NH is the set of ordered products of elements of N and H)
yields only irreps whose kernels contain N . Again since N is normal in G,
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NH is a group, so we can write

1 =
∑

ρ:N⊆ker(ρ)

dρ|NH| rank(ρ(NH))
|G| .

Next observe that ρ(NH) = ρ(N)ρ(H), which is a nonzero scalar multiple
of ρ(H) for any ρ whose kernel contains N . Hence when we Fourier sample
from the superposition |H〉, the probability of obtaining an irrep ρ whose
kernel contains N is

∑
ρ:N⊆ker(ρ)

dρ|H| rank(ρ(H))
|G| =

∑
ρ:N⊆ker(ρ)

dρ|H| rank(ρ(NH))
|G|

≤ 1
2

∑
ρ:N⊆ker(ρ)

dρ|NH| rank(ρ(NH))
|G|

=
1
2
.

3. “Almost Abelian” Groups

3.1. Algorithm

The case of normal subgroups was one way of extending the standard method
beyond the abelian case. Another extension is to consider the case in which
G is nearly abelian in some measure. We consider the Baer norm [1] of G,
which is the intersection of the normalizers of all subgroups of G. Following
Bryce [3], we denote this intersection by κ(G). (Thus κ(G) =

⋂
H N(H)

where the intersection ranges over subgroups H of G.) For abelian groups,
of course, κ(G) =G. In order for our algorithm to run in polynomial time
(in n=log |G|), the index [G :κ(G)] should be exp(O(log1/2n)).

The basic method to identify the unknown H for “almost abelian” G
begins again with the observation that κ(G)⊆N(H)⊆G.

Lemma 7. κ(G) is normal in G.

Proof. Let g ∈ κ(G) and a∈G. We wish to show that aga−1 ∈N(H) ∀H.
Fix H, then for any h∈H,

(aga−1)h(aga−1)−1 = aga−1hag−1a−1.
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Now a−1ha ∈ a−1Ha, and since g ∈ κ(G) ⊆ N(a−1Ha), it follows that
ga−1hag−1∈a−1Ha. But then, as desired,

aga−1hag−1a−1 ∈ H.

The algorithm to determineH is this: for each subgroup J ofG containing
κ(G), run the normal-subgroups algorithm on J and determine (with high
probability) its hidden subgroup HJ . Then output the union of the HJ .

Theorem 8. With high probability H =
⋃

J HJ . If [G : κ(G)] ∈
exp(O(log1/2n)), the algorithm runs in polynomial time.

Proof. Although N(H) is unknown, N(H)/κ(G) is a subgroup of G/κ(G),
and the algorithm examines all possibilities. A group of order a has at most
2lg2 a subgroups. Thus a bound of exp(O(log1/2n)) on [G :κ(G)] guarantees
that we only need consider polynomially many subgroups.

All of the hidden subgroups of the various J are subgroups of H; at least
one of them is equal to H. The guarantees for the normal hidden subgroup
algorithm ensure that there is only a small probability that anyHJ produced
by the algorithm differs from the hidden subgroup of J .

3.2. Example: extensions of groups

One way to construct an almost abelian group is by extending one abelian
group A by another B. We say G is an extension of A by B if A is normal
in G and G/AB.

Here we’ll consider the special case when G is the semidirect product of
A by B, written G=A�B. In other words, A is a normal subgroup of G, B is
isomorphic to a subgroup of G, AB=G and A∩B={1}. The representation
theory of G=A�B is well understood in terms of that of A and B.

To define the semidirect product, we need a homomorphism θ : B →
Aut(A). Then the group structure of G=AB is defined by the identity

bab−1 = (θ(b))(a).

(Since construction of G from A and B requires specification of θ, one
can more carefully write G=A�θB. This is unnecessary when A and B are
specified as particular subgroups of a given G.)

We remark that θ need not be injective or surjective. In fact, it will be
convenient for us to have ker(θ) be large, because ker(θ)⊆Z(G)⊆κ(G) so
this provides us with a large κ(G). (Here Z(G) denotes the center of G.)
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A basic example of a semidirect product is the dihedral group Dn=〈x,y |
x2 = yn = 1; xyx−1 = y−1〉 = Cn �C2 (where Cn denotes a cyclic group of
order n). The homomorphism θ sends the nontrivial element x∈C2 to the
map y �→y−1, because xyx−1=y−1.

In the context of “almost abelian” groups we are interested in the follow-
ing example: G=C3�Cm wherem is a power of two. Let a be a generator for
the C3 subgroup, and b a generator for the Cm subgroup. We have bab−1=a2.

Let ω be a primitive 3’rd root of unity and ζ a primitive m’th root of
unity.

G hasm one-dimensional representations. These correspond to the trivial
character of C3. Each is indexed by 0≤k<m, and sends (ai, bj) to ζkj.

G has m/2 two-dimensional representations. These correspond to the
character χ of C3 for which χ(a)=ω. The m/2 representations, indexed by
0≤k<m/2, are

Φk(a) =
(
ω 0
0 ω2

)

Φk(b) =

(
0 ζk

ζk 0

)
.

It is easy to modify the standard quantum Fourier transform circuits
to compute the Fourier transform for G. Given a group element (ai, bj),
represented as the pair |i,j〉, begin with a Fourier transform over the group
C3 on the first index, i. Conditional on the new value of the first index,
i′, being 0, perform a quantum Fourier transform over the group Cm on j:
this yields the superposition on the one-dimensional irreps. Conditional on
i′ being 1 or 2, separate j into its low-order bit j0 and the high order bits
jh. Perform a quantum Fourier transform over the group Cm/2 on jh. The
result of the last transform indexes the irrep, while i′ and j0 index the entry
within the irrep.

4. General H

Up to now we have focussed on the extent to which information about H
can be detected from measuring just the name of the irrep, ρ. (The “weak”
standard method.) Of course we can actually measure more, namely the row
index i and column index j within ρ. (The “strong” standard method.) It
is possible that this contributes substantially to our power. In particular,
conjugate subgroups give rise to identical distributions on irreps and so can-
not be told apart without measuring the matrix indices within the irreps. In
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this section, we establish limits on what further information can be obtained
from the row and column labels.

4.1. Row indices provide no information

In this section we show that – due to the fact that in the standard method
we average over random cosets gH – there is no point in measuring the row
index i. (Whether row or column depends on whether the group acts on the
left or right. Here we suppose the group acts on the left.) This is because,
conditional on measuring ρ and j, the distribution on i is independent of H
(actually it’s always uniform). Even more, given that we measure the column
index j, there is no measurement within the row space that will reveal any
further information about the hidden subgroup. We describe an arbitrary
measurement in the row space by an arbitrary unitary action U , followed by
measurement of the row index i.

We now show, for any U , the uniformity of the distribution on i, con-
ditional on j. For a particular coset gH, the probability of sampling entry
i,j is proportional to the norm squared of (Uρ(gH))ij . Thus the proba-
bility of sampling entry i,j is proportional to the norm squared of the
|G|-dimensional vector ((Uρ(gH))ij)g∈G with entries indexed by g. Since
ρ(gH) = ρ(g)ρ(H), this vector is a linear combination of the dρ vectors
((Uρ(g))ik)g∈G (each |G|-dimensional), with coefficients ρ(H)kj . By the or-
thogonality relations, the d2

ρ vectors (ρ(g)�k)g∈G are orthonormal; by unitar-
ity of U , so are the vectors ((Uρ(g))�k)g∈G. Therefore the norm squared of
the |G|-dimensional vector ((Uρ(gH))ij)g∈G is equal to the norm squared of
the j-th column of ρ(H), and independent of i.

If we keep track of the leading constants, this argument shows that (even
after applying any unitary transformation to the row space),
Theorem 9. PH(|ρ,i,j〉)= 1

|G| |ρ(H)j |22.
The fact that no operation on the row space can change the measurement

statistics implies that the underlying density matrix is a tensor product
of the identity density matrix for the row space, with the density matrix
describing the column space. To be specific, let ∆ρ be the density matrix
in the Fourier basis, restricted to the irrep ρ. The entries of ∆ρ are labelled
by two indices i1, i2 (for rows of ρ) and two indices j1, j2 (for columns of ρ).
Let I be the dρ×dρ identity matrix with rows indexed by i1 and columns
indexed by i2. Let σ be the dρ × dρ matrix with rows indexed by j1 and
columns indexed by j2, defined by σj1,j2 =

∑
k ρ(H)k,j1ρ(H)∗k,j2

. Then

Theorem 10. ∆ρ= 1
|G|I⊗σ.
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4.2. Random basis

The Fourier transform is uniquely defined only up to a change of basis within
each irrep; for abelian groups all irreps are one-dimensional so there is no
ambiguity in the definition of the transform, but for nonabelian groups there
is an arbitrary choice of basis to be made within each irrep. The amount
of additional statistical information available from measuring the matrix
indices i,j, in addition to the irrep ρ, may in general depend on the basis.
In this section, we show that if we choose a random basis for each irrep,
then the additional information available is negligible, provided that the
subgroup H is sufficiently small and the group G is sufficiently nonabelian.

Given an irrep ρ in a particular basis, the probability of sampling the
j-th column of ρ is dρ

|G| |ρ(H)j |22 (where ρ(H)j is the j-th column of ρ(H)).
Thanks to the previous section, the row index i is uniformly random and
therefore can be ignored. Suppose we now choose a different basis for ρ,
which we do by replacing ρ by the isomorphic irrep A−1ρA for a unitary A.
Then the probability of measuring the j-th column in this modified irrep is
dρ

|G| |ρ(H)Aj |22.
What we consider here is the effect of choosing A from the Haar distribu-

tion in the unitary group. The expected value of the probability of measuring
the j-th column is the same for all j, since each Aj is uniformly distributed
on the unit sphere. So the averaged distribution on columns is the uniform
distribution PH =PH(|ρ,j〉)=

∫
PH(

∣∣A−1ρA,j
〉
)dA= 1

dρ
PH(|ρ〉).

Let α=
√

|G|
|H|

√
c(G)

where c(G) is the number of conjugacy classes in G. This

parameter reflects the apparent difficulty of the hidden subgroup problem
that is due to the small size of H and the degree of nonabelianness of G.

Theorem 11. Let ε =
(

1
α

54
2−

√
3
ln 4|G|

δ

)1/3
. Then with probability at least

1−δ (over the choice of random basis for the Fourier transform),
∣∣∣PH −PH

∣∣∣
1
≤

ε.

Proof. Our task is to show the following for sufficiently large α. If, in
each irrep, A is chosen from the Haar measure on the unitary group, then,
for ρ sampled from the distribution PH(|ρ〉), almost certainly the proba-
bility dρ

|G| |ρ(H)Aj |22 of measuring the j-th column is close to its expecta-
tion 1

dρ
PH(|ρ〉). This amounts to bounding the L1 distance between the

vectors PH and PH . We consider separately irreps ρ according to whether
rank(ρ(H)) is higher or lower than the threshold T =εα/3.
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Case I. For the high rank case, we show that with probability at least 1−δ,
for all ρ and all j, |ρ(H)Aj |22 deviates from its expectation by at most a
2ε/3 fraction. (Since we are concerned here only with fractional error we
have suppressed the leading scale factor of the projection 1√

|H|
ρ(H).)

What we are considering is the following process: a unit vector is chosen
uniformly in C

dρ , then projected onto a fixed subspace of dimension t>T ;
by appropriate change of basis we can without loss of generality suppose
that the subspace is spanned by the first t basis vectors of C

dρ . Let s be
the probability that the squared length of the projected vector differs from
its expectation t/dρ by a fraction greater than than 2ε/3. Since we will
apply a union bound over all ρ and j, it suffices to show that s≤ δ/|G|. To
begin with, note that, due to the isometric correspondence between the unit
spheres in C

dρ and R
2dρ , the problem is equivalent to the same problem in

real spaces of twice the dimensions, namely projection of the unit sphere in
R

2dρ onto a 2t-dimensional subspace. Let M denote the projection matrix;
in the appropriate basis it is diagonal, with 2t 1’s on the diagonal.

We analyze the uniform sampling from the unit sphere indirectly, approx-
imating it by the process of sampling a vector v from the spherically symmet-
ric, 2dρ-dimensional unit variance Gaussian distribution. Let the projection
of v be v′=Mv. (Note that v′ is distributed according to a 2t-dimensional
Gaussian distribution of variance t/dρ.) Then v′

|v|2
has the same distribu-

tion as 1√
|H|

ρ(H)Aj (with the understanding that pairs of real coordinates

in the first vector form individual complex coordinates in the second). The
probability s that

∣∣∣ v′

|v|2

∣∣∣
2
deviates from its expectation by fraction 2ε/3 is

bounded by the sum of the probabilities that |v|2 and |v′|2 deviate from their
expectations by fraction ε/3.

We use the following large deviation bound: if a1, . . . ,aτ are independent
Gaussian random variables each with unit standard deviation, then

P

( ∣∣∣∣1τ
∑

(a2
i − 1)

∣∣∣∣ > ε

)
< 2

[
(1 + ε)1/2e−ε/2

]τ
.

For ε≤2, (1+ε)1/2e−ε/2≤exp
(
−ε2 2−

√
3

4

)
, and therefore

P

( ∣∣∣∣1τ
∑

(a2
i − 1)

∣∣∣∣ > ε

)
< 2 exp

(
−τε2 2−

√
3

4

)
.
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Since this bound is decreasing in τ , and we are applying it with τ=2t>2T ,
we conclude that

s < 4 exp

(
−2T (ε/3)2

2−
√
3

4

)
= 4exp

(
−αε3 2−

√
3

54

)
.

In order to ensure that s≤δ/|G| it suffices therefore that

αε3 ≥ 54
2−

√
3
ln

4|G|
δ

as assumed. Therefore the L1 distance between PH and PH due to high rank
irreps is at most 2ε/3.

Case II. In the case that the rank of ρ is low, rank(ρ(H))≤T , we can no
longer obtain a strong concentration bound on the probability of sampling
each column. Instead we will show that Fourier sampling picks such an irrep
with probability pT ≤ε/3.

Let K =
∑

ρ dρ. We upper bound K by applying the Cauchy–Schwartz
inequality to the two vectors (1)ρ and (dρ)ρ. The norm squared of the first
vector is simply c(G), the number of irreps of G. Now

K ≤
(∑

ρ

1

)1/2 (∑
ρ

d2
ρ

)1/2

= c(G)1/2|G|1/2.

By Corollary 3, PH(|ρ〉)= |H|dρ

|G| rank(ρ(H)). So

pT =
∑

ρ: rank(ρ(H))≤T

PH(|ρ〉)

≤ |H|T
|G|

∑
ρ: rank(ρ(H))≤T

dρ

≤ |H|T
|G|

∑
ρ

dρ

=
|H|TK
|G|

which from the preceding argument is bounded above by |H|T
√

c(G)√
|G|

=T/α.

Since we chose T =εα/3, this gives pT ≤ε/3.
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Corollary 12. With probability at least 1− δ (over the choice of random

basis for the Fourier transform), Ω
((

α
log(|G|/δ)

)
1/3
)
repetitions of Fourier

sampling are required in order to achieve constant bias in distinguishing
any two (a priori equally probable) conjugate subgroups H and H ′.

Proof. The Hellinger distance DH(<p,<q)=
∑
(p1/2−q1/2)2 between two dis-

tributions <p and <q is additive across independent samples, and obeys the
inequalities

|<p− <q|21 /4 ≤ DH(<p, <q) ≤ |<p− <q|1 .

As an example consider the symmetric group G = Sn; we know that
c(G) = exp(Θ(

√
n)). If |H| ≤ |G|1/2−γ for a fixed γ > 0 then we need expo-

nentially many samples to gain useful information from j.

4.3. Distinguishing |H|=2 from |H|=1

The graph automorphism problem reduces, via polynomial time reductions
[10], to determining the size of the automorphism group in the special case
where that is known to be either 1 or 2. So, although the weak form of
the standard method (which ignores row and column indices) cannot distin-
guish conjugate subgroups, one may still hope that it is useful for the graph
automorphism problem.

In theorem 13 we show, however, that the weak form of the method is
not useful for this task. Taken in conjunction with the previous section, this
means that even the strong form of the method (which measures row and
column indices) implemented with random bases, cannot solve the graph
automorphism problem efficiently.

Consider the problem of distinguishing H = {e,s} from H ′ = {e}. Let
C(s) be the conjugacy class of s.

Theorem 13. The L1 distance between the distributions on irreps obtained
by Fourier sampling |H〉 and |H ′〉, is at most 1/

√
|C(s)|.

The equation PH(|ρ〉)= dρ

|G|
∑

h∈H χρ(h) implies that for H ′, ρ is sampled
with probability d2

ρ/|G|; while for H, ρ is sampled with probability dρ(dρ+
χρ(s))/|G|. So the L1 distance between the distributions is 1

|G|
∑

ρdρ|χρ(s)|.
We upper bound this using the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality and the fol-

lowing identities:

1.
∑

ρd
2
ρ= |G|.

2. |Z(s)| · |C(s)|= |G|.
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3.
∑

ρ |χρ(s)|2= |Z(s)|.

Here Z(s) is the centralizer of s.
(1) is basic. (2) follows by considering the action of G on itself by con-

jugation, since under this action Z(s) is the stabilizer of s and C(s) is the
orbit of s. To see (3), which generalizes (1), recall that the unitary character
table of G has conjugacy classes labeling columns, irreps labeling rows, and

that the (ρ,s) entry is
√

|C(s)|
|G| χρ(s). Since each column is unit norm,

1 =
∑
ρ

|C(s)|
|G| |χρ(s)|2.

With (2) this shows (3). Now we can apply Cauchy–Schwartz.

∣∣∣|F |H〉 |2 − |F
∣∣H ′〉 |2∣∣∣

1
=

1
|G|

∑
ρ

dρ|χρ(s)|

≤ 1
|G|

[∑
ρ

d2
ρ

]1/2 [∑
ρ

|χρ(s)|2
]1/2

= (|Z(s)|/|G|)1/2

= |C(s)|−1/2.

For strong Fourier sampling, theorems 11 and 13 give us:

Corollary 14. Let ε and δ be as in theorem 11. With probability at least
1− δ (relative to the random choice of basis), the L1 distance between the
distributions on irreps, rows and columns obtained from strong Fourier sam-
pling |H〉 and |H ′〉, is at most ε.

There are examples in which it is challenging to compute s even though
the conjugacy class C(s) is known. Observe that in such cases this quantum
algorithm has at most a quadratic advantage over the simple probabilistic
strategy of checking whether f(s′)=f(e) for a random conjugate s′.

We apply Theorem 13 in the case that s is an involution in G = Sn,
i.e. s is a product of some k disjoint transpositions. In this case |C(s)| =

n!
2kk!(n−2k)!

; as a convenient lower bound on this quantity, count only those
conjugates which transpose odd elements with even elements, of which there
are

(�n/2
k

)(�n/2�
k

)
k! ≥ k!. So the L1 distance between the distributions on

irreps is at most (k!)−1/2. In the graph automorphism application k can be
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proportional to n, in which case this is exponentially small. A similar bound
was independently obtained by Hallgren, Russell and Ta-Shma [8].

Finally we combine this bound with Theorem 11. Note that α=
√

n!
2·2Θ(

√
n) ∈

exp
(

1
2n lnn−O(n)

)
, so:

Corollary 15. If we apply the strong form of the standard method, using
a random basis, to the graph automorphism problem, then with probability
at least 1− δ the L1 distance between the Fourier sampling distribution
given that the automorphism group is trivial, and the Fourier sampling
distribution given that the automorphism group is of size 2 and contains an

involution with k transpositions, is at most exp
(
−1

6n lnn+O(n)
)
log

1
3

1
δ +

(k!)−1/2.

Just as in Corollary 12, the upper bound on L1 distance implies a lower
bound on the number of samples which must be collected in order to distin-
guish the hypotheses reliably.

5. Discussion

It is natural to propose an even stronger lower bound on the Fourier sampling
method than that shown in section 4.2, namely that there is no unitary
choice of basis for the irreps that allows information the hidden subgroup
H to be efficiently reconstructed.

A concrete approach to this problem would be to show that, for any
fixed basis for an irrep ρ, if a subgroup H is selected at random from some
distribution then PH is with high probability close to uniform. It would be
necessary to make assumptions (as in theorem 11) about the nonabelianness
of G, the size of H and the rank of ρ(|H〉); while a natural choice for the
distribution, is the uniform distribution on the conjugates of a subgroup
possessing many conjugates. (The number of such conjugates is itself one
quantification of the nonabelianness of the group.)

We already know that there is no information about the hidden subgroup
in the row distributions. The question we face is this: a fixed vector v in
C

dρ is mapped by a uniformly chosen element of G to the vector ρ(g)(v).
The objective is to show a large deviation result for the norm squared of the
projection by ρ(|H〉) of this random vector. More abstractly, we ask whether
it is possible to make a statement of the following nature: let the projection
operator ρ(|H〉) be of sufficiently high rank, and let v be an arbitrary vector.
Prove a sharp concentration result for the norm-squares of the projection of
ρ(g)(v) on ρ(|H〉), for g chosen uniformly in G.
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This is a very natural geometric conjecture about representations. Prov-
ing it (with sufficiently strong parameters) would yield as an immediate con-
sequence that Fourier sampling cannot efficiently tell apart conjugate sub-
groups. Even more, the conjecture would imply that, for example, Fourier
sampling cannot efficiently tell apart the trivial subgroup from a random
subgroup of order 2, since averaging over conjugate subgroups gives the uni-
form distribution on columns, which is the same as that induced by the
trivial subgroup. In particular, it would show that for G=Sn, even the deci-
sion problem for graph automorphism cannot be solved by Fourier sampling
in any basis.
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